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Processing Empty Subject Sentences among Japanese Children

YONGZHAI

(Shizuoka University, Education Development Center)

There is a kind of lexical information called "control information", which determines how a

particular verb influences the interpretation of the subject of infinitival (and genrndive) complements.

Consider the following examples adapted from Chomsky (1981).

(1) a. Johni promised Bill [PRO1 to feed himselfl.

b. *Mary1 promised Bill [PROi to feed himselfl.

(2) a. John persuaded Billi [PROi to feed himselfl.

b. *John persuaded Mary1 [PROi to feed himselfl.

In (la), the subject of the verb promise is assumed to be the understood subject of the infinitival

clause, while in (2a) the object of the verb persuade is considered the understood subject of the

infinitival clause. At the subject position ofthe infinitival clause, Chomsky (1981) posited the empty

category PRO, which is an abstract syntactic elernent with no phonetic content. PRO must establish a

relationship with an antecedent in order to acquire its meaning. This coreference is determined by a

relationship called "control". When PRO appears in an infinitival complement clause, one of the

arguments in the matrix clause must be understood as its antecedent (controller). Whether the

controller is the subject or the object of the matrix clause depends on the intrinsic lexicai properties

of that verb. The ungrammatical versions (1b) and (2b) show clerly that promrse is a subject control

verb and persuade is an object control verb.

Two views have been proposed in previous studies on the processing of empty subject (PRO)

sentences. "Recency strategy", which is a kind of "perceptual strategy", suggests that a parser fills

the gap with the nearest filler (cf. Frazier et al., 1983). On the other hand, 'lransparency hypothesis"

suggests that a parser fills the gap by referring to some linguistic clue (cf. Sakamoto, 1996,2002).

Zhai (2012) clarified the empty subject sentence processing of elementary school students in

China. The first-grader participants in the elementary school, who had not acquired the matrix verbs

and had relatively low cognitive abiliry preferred using "recency strateg'y'' (the nearest frller, Zhai,

2012, pp.99-100) to filI the empty subject. That is, perceptual strategy (i.e., nonJinguistic strategy)

was utilized at the earlier stage of language development. Both linguistic strategy and perceptual

strategy were utilized in a mixed way in second, third, and fourth grader participants whose linguistic
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and cognitive ability were more advanced than first-grader participants. The fifth-grader participants

used the control information on the verb to process the sentence. Thus, this shows that verb control

information (linguistic strategy) becomes available at a later stage of language development. Zhai

Q072) claimed that parsing strategies shift fiom perceptual strategy to linguistic strategy along with

the development of linguistic knowledge, and referred to this proposal as the "Developmental Shift

ofParsing Strategies (DSPS)" hypothesis (Zhai, 2012,p. 104).

If the DSPS hypothesis is a rmiversal hlpothesis, it should be applicable to other languages.

Chinese noun phrases have no case-marking system that signifies their grammatical relations with

the verb. Due to the lack of case information, one could argue that the parser is allowed to use

"perceptual strategies" solely based on distance information at the stage when the matrix verb has not

been acquired. Since the matrix verb is indispensable in identiffing the empty subject, if the verb is

not lcrown to (not acquired by) the participants, there is a possibility that the perceptual information

may become the most important information.

In contrast, Japanese is a language that uses case-marking particles. Case particles are added to

the end of noun phrases. Even at a stage where the lexical properties of the mahix verb have not yet

been acquired, it is possible that the parser uses the information provided by the case-marking

particles. '?erceptual strategy" that separates parsing (sentorce processing) from the representation

of the grammar and linguistic knowledge explains the process of parsing by using more general

cognitive concepts, such as position or number. However, the "transparency hypothesis" suggests

that the parser ard the properties of the grummar can refer ro each other. If a Japanese child uses

information of case-marking particles, one can suggest that the parser and the grammar can refer to

each other. In this case, observing the DSPS hlpothesis becomes impossible. Since the use of case-

marking particles is not considered a nonJinguisti c stxategy, the shift from a nonJinguistic sfategy

to a linguisfic strategy cannot be verifled.

On the other hand, consider the case in which children disregard information ofcase particles,

and use distance as high priority information. It is possible that the ' perceptual strategy" is too strong

for the parser to s ee the grammar. That is, the parser will need more effort to process the sentence at a

lower level of cognitive ability. This causes the bypassing of available grammatical information and

the high priority of cognitive strategy. In this case, the DSps hypothesis can be observed.

The intervention of case particles makes the processing of Japanese empty subject sentences

more complicated. Whether the parset uses the case particle may yield different results from Chinese.

It is therefore interesting to see whether the DSPS hypothesis applies to the processing of Japanese

empty subject sentences among elementary school children.
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PRE\TOUS STUDIES

Empty subject processing ofJapanese adults (Oda et al. 1997, Ninose et al. 1998)

Oda et al. (1997) used the experimental sentences in (3) to examine the real-time processing

of empty subject sentences in Japanese. A sentence was presented to one ear of a participant, and

after the onset of the sentence, a possible antecedent for the empty subject was presented to the other

ear. There were 6 test points, each with a 300msec interval. The participants were asked whether or

not the given antecedent would really go to Tokyo, by pressing the "YES" key or'NO" key as

quickly as possible. Here, Zhai introduced the comparison between the reaction times of the subject

control sentences and object control sentences in the case of "YES" responses at Omsec (i.e., right

after the end ofpresentation of the sentence).

(3) a. Subject control

Tosiol-ga kinoo Junko2-ni

Tosio-NOM yesterday Junko-DAT

[PROr Tokyo iki]-o

Tokyo going-ACC

tegami-de hakuzyoosita.

letter-by confessed

'Yesterday, Tosio confessed to Junko by a letter that he would go to Tokyo.'

b. Object contool

Tosiol-ga kinoo Junkoz-ni [PRO2 Tokyo iki]-o

Tosio-NOM yesterday Junko-DAT Tokyo going-ACC

tegami-de meireisita.

letter-by ordered

'Yesterday, Tosio ordered Junko by a letter that she would go to Tokyo.'

The mean reaction time of subject control sentences such as (3a) was significantly faster than

object control sentences like (3b). Oda et al. (1997) conclude that the results show a "subject

preference" effect: the grammatical subject is preferred as the candidate for the empty subject.

These results suggest that the parser prefers the subject as a possible antecedent. The subject

might be the preferred antecedent because it has the grammatical fimction as a "subject". However,

this may not be the only possible way to explain the results because the subject is the first noun

phrase at the beginning of a sentence. It is plausible that what the parser prefers as a possible

antecedent for the empty subject is indeed the first noun phrase, since it is at the beginning of the
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sentence. In general, the one that exists in the sentence beginning is said that prominence is high.

This effect is called "primacy effect". The following section introduces an experiment that resolves

this issue. In order to examine the word order effect, Ninose et al. (1998) conducted an experiment

employing the same procedure as that of Oda et al. (1997), except that the order of the subject and

object in the sentence was reversed. The experimantal sentences are shown in (4). The results

showed that the reaction times for subject control sentences such as (4a) were significantly faster

than object conffol sentences like (4b). Subject control sentences had a significantly higher

consistency score than object control sentences.

(4) a. Subiect control

Junkoz-ni kinoo Tosioyga trace2 IPROI Tokyo

Junko-DAT yesterday Tosio-NOM Tokyo

tegami-de hakuzyoosita.

letter-by confessed

b. Object control

Junkoz-ni kinoo Tosioy-ga trace2 [PRO2 Tokyo

Junko-DAT yesterday Tosio-NOM Tokyo

ikil-o

going-ACC

ikil-o

going-ACC

tegami-de

letter-by

meireisita.

ordered

The findings show that "subject preference" exists even when the order of the subject and object in

the matrix clause is scrambled. Thus, as the results of the two recognition experiments indicate,

regardless ofthe scrambling of word order, the participants tend to prefer the matrix clause subject as

a possible antecedent for the empty subject.

EXPERIMENT ON JAPANESE CHILDREN

Experimental Design

The experimental sentences are shown belowl. Japanese script with Kana and Kanji were used

in the actual experiment. The matrix verb ibatta "boasted" in (5a, c) is a subject control verb, while

the matrix verb susumeta "persuaded" in (5b, d) is an object control verb. The verbs used for the

I I am deeply thankflrl to Kurnagami, M., appreciate her cooperation ofthe experimental sentences making.
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cxperimelltal sentences← cn Subica COntr01 vcrbs and tcn obJect control verbs2)were ChOSen hm a

textbook uscd in ic clementary scho01 ofFuboka,Japan,whcrc thc participants wcrc rccrtlitcd(5a,

b)tよ e thC“ SubJect― o可 cCt"WOrd ordcr,alld(5c,d)takC tlle“ o●eCt― Ыュ可 ect"WOrd ordcr■ lus,

the expcHment dcsign is 2(verb tttCS)× 2(word Ordcrs).

(5)a.SOV Ordcr,Subicct control selltcncc

PI         P2     P3               P4              P5

けんじくん 1が/き のう/ま りさん2に/[PROlパ ソコンを かう]こ とを/いばった。

Ketti― lC■lnl ga kinoo Mari― sal12~ni[PR01 pasokon o kau]kOtO― O  iba■a

Kenl卜NOM  yesterday Man‐ DAT        ∞mpuler‐ACC buy fact■ CC boasted

`Ycstcrday,Ketti bOastcd to M“ that he would buy a persclnal computer.'

[QueStiOn sentencc]け んじくんが パソコンを かいます。

Kctti―hn_ga  pasokon‐ o  kaimasu

Keni卜 NOM     computer‐ACC  buy

`Kctti will buy a pcrsonal conlputcr'

b. SOV ordcr,Obiect control scntcncc

けんじくん 1が/き のう/ま りさん 2に/[PR02パ ソコンを かう]こ とを/すすめた。

ICcnJi l-1-ga knoo Mari― sal■2~ni[PRCp2 paSOlcon― o kau]kOtO― O susulncta

Keni卜NOM  yesterday Ma‖ ―DAT      computer‐ ACC buy facl―ACC persuaded

`Ycstcrday,Ketti persuadcd Marito buy a personal computcr'

[QueStiOn selatcncc]ま りさんが パソコンを かいます。

Mari―san―ga  pasokon― o   kaiinasu

Ma面‐NOM     ∞mputer‐ACC  buy

`Ma五 ¬ill buy a personal computer.'

c  OSV order,Subicct control scntcncc

まりさん 2に/き の う/け ん じくん 1が/[PR01′くソコンを か う]こ とを/いばった。

Mari―s江リーni knoo Kclli kul11-ga[PR01pasokon o kau] kOtO― 。  ibatta

Ma面―DAT   yesterday Kenl卜 NOM      compute卜 ACC buy fact― ACC boasted

`Ycstcrday,Ketti bOasted to Mtt that he would buy a pcrsonal computcr'

2 Ten subject control verbs: ibaru (boast); chikau (swem); damaru (silent); happyousuru (announce); jimansuru (proud);
ayamaru (apologize); yakusokusuru (promise); kokuhakusuru (confess); houkokusux (report); soudansuru (consult)

Ten object control verbs: yurusu (pardon); motomeru (request); youlqusuru (postulate); iraisuru (beg); shrjisuru
(instruct); susumeru fuersuad); nozomu (desire); meireisuru (order); kyouseisuru (importune); tanomu (appeal)
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[QueStiOn scntcncc]け んじくんが パソコンを かいます。

Kenji-kun-ga pasokon-o kaimasu

Keni卜NOM computer-ACC buy

`ICetti wi■ buy a personal computer'

d OSV ordcr.0● e∝ control sentence

まりさん 2に/き のう/け んじくん 1が/[PR02パ ソコンを かう]こ とを/すすめた。

Mari‐s範―ni Hnoo Keniil-1‐ga [PR02 paSOkon‐ o kau]kotO―O Susulneta.

Mari-DAT yesterday Kenji-NOM computer-ACCbuy fact-ACCpersuaded

`Ycstcrday,Kctti persuaded MaritO buy a personal computer.'

[QuCStiOn sentence]ま りさんが パソコンを かいます。

Mari-san-ga pasokon-o kaimasu

Ma“‐NOM computer-ACC buy

'Mari will buy a personal computer.,

Twenty pairs of experimental sentences like (5), which consisted of four conditions (SOV

word order vs. oSV word order; subject control vs. object control), were used, making a total of
eighty sentences. Latin square method was adopted in this experiment. The eighty experimental

sentences were divided into four lists. This was to ensure that only one condition from each pair was

presented to each participant. Each list was composed of fifty-two sentences including twenty

experimental sentences, twenty filler sentences, six practice sentences and six warm-up Sentences.

Experimental and filler sentences were presented with a random order in the list.

Apparatus and Procedure

Eighty participants from the first to fifth grade (sixteen participants in each grade)

participated in this experiment. All participants were native Japanese speakers studying in elementary

school. All participants had normal or corrected eyesight.

The experiment was conducted with Lingualab running on a CX/835LS Dynabook notebook

computer. Each hial consisted of two parts, namely the self-paced reading task and the

comprehension task. In the self-paced reading task, participants were asked to read sentences in a
moving window. The sentence was chunked into phrases. one phrase was displayed at a time.

Participants were instructed to press the "Space" key on a standard keyboard at the beginning ofeach

hial. A "'*" sign appeared to signal the beginning of a sentence. Participants were told to press the

same space key immediately after they had finished reading the text on the screen. Once the key was
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pressed, the moving window would move rightwmd, so that the previous chunk would disappear

fiom the screen and the next chunk would show up. A1l sentences ended with a fulI stop mark (. ).

The comprehension task was to start once the full stop mark had been read. A YESA{O question

about the subject control sentence, like "Kenji will buy a personal computer", and a question about

the object control sentence,llke "Mari will buy a personal computer" were displayed in the middle

of t}re screen. A subject control sentence was always followed by a "correct" sentence in which the

subject of the control sentence was also the subject of the question sentence. In the same way, ar

object control sentence was always followed by a "correct" sentence in which the object of the

control sentence was the object of the question sentence. Participants were instructed to respond to

the questions using either the YES or NO key.

Following the online tasks, the participants were asked whether they knew the subject/object

control verbs used in the experiments. This offJine experiment was carried out after the online

experiment. Table I shows the results of the off-line experiment. There are five subject control verbs

and five object control verbs in one list. Since there are sixteen participants in this experiment, the

total number of subject control verbs is eighty (5 verbs x 16 participants), and that of object control

verbs is also eighty (5 verbs X 16 participants).

Table 1 : Number of acquired verbs (AV) and unacquired verbs (UV)

FJrsr〈]″αル Secο″グGrαグο ル 〃 G″クル 乃 ″rrL G″ル Fifih Grade

AV い Z AV UV AV い r AV い Z AV W
Subject control verb 33 47 44 36 68 12 75 5 80 0

Object control verb 17 63 20 60 37 43 57 23 73 7

Total 50 110 64 96 105 55 132 28 153 7

PRI,DICTIONS

From the result of the offJine experiment (Table 1), it is known that the acquisition level of
the experimental verbs (such as ibatta and. susumeta) is low in the lower classes (first graderc

501160:31.3% aad second graders 64/16040%). In the third and fourth grades, the ratio of matrix

verb acquisition is more than 50% (third graders 105/160-65.6% and fourth graders 132/160:825%).

Fifth graders had almost acquired all control information of the experimental verbs (153i 160:95.6%).

When lexical information on the verb had not been acquired, nothing could be done on the judgment

ofPRO. Participants have to employ some strategies to "guess" the sentence. Three shategies can be

raised.
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' perceptual strategy: recency strategy --ran empty subject is filled with the nearest filler

' perceptual strategy: primacy strategy --+41 empty subject is frlled with the filler at the begiruring

of the sentence

. linguistic strategy: case-maker ga preference --+ the case-marker ga is preferred by the

participants because of its prominence

When the participants read the experimental sentences with an acquired matrix verb, the

correct rate should be high. It is predicted that empty subject sentences with an acquired matrix verb

are processed in a manner similar to adults, who can classiff the sentence tlpe correctly.

In the empty subject sentence processing studies (Oda et al. 1997, Ninose et al. 1998) that

used the same "recognition task" on adult participants, a "subject preference" effect (the grammatical

subject is preferred as the candidate for the empty subject) was shown. Thus, if the participants use

the conhol information from the matrix verb as good as adults, the empty subject would be filled by

the subject initially. When the matrix verb is shown, re-analysis would be needed if the matrix verb is

an object control, but not for a subject control verb. Due to this reanalysis, the reading times @Ts) of

the object control verbs should be longer than that of subject control verbs.

RES{JI.,JTS A}{D DISCUSSION

f irst grade

Table 2: Questions and YES/NO responses by first graders on unacquired verbs in SOV order

---===-- response--...=..--
subject NP ofquestion senteniA-----------.. 

.

WS Ⅳ θ total

NPI (Kenji-kun, ga-subject, distant filler) 3t (66%) t6 (34%) 47

NP2 (Mari-san, ni-object, recent filler) 30 (48%) 33 (s2%) 63

total 61 49 110

@isher's exact test: .05<p<.10)

Table 3: Questions and YESA.{O responses by first graders on unacquired verbs in OSV order
---..--.-----.--.....--......--..--- 

response

subject NP of question senleice-------------. 
.

YES Mθ total

NPI (Kenji-kun, gc-subject, reient filler) 35 (74%) 12 (26%) 47

NP2 (Mari-san, ni-object, distant filler) 36 (s7%) 27 (43%) 63

total 71 39 110

@isher's exact test: .05<p<.10)
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Table 2 shows a significant tendency between responses given to subject control sentence

questions and object control sentence questions (Fisher's exact test, n:l10, p-0.0805). Although the

preferential bias for NPI (Kenji-kun) is found among fimt graders, the difference only shows a

significant tendency, and do not reach a significant difference. At firct glance, it may seem that first

graders employed no strategies to process the sentences. However, the first graders in Japan are older

than the first graders in China for seven months (the averuge age of first graders in China is 6.11,

while the average age of first graders in lapan is 7.6). Moreover, first graders have better knowledge

of matrix verbs and higher cogrritive ability than the first graders in China. It is appropriate to think

that first graders did employ some strategies to "guess" the sentences.

The above results confirm the prediction that first graders would use either the recency stategy,

primacy strategy, or the nominative information of case-marker ga. Recency strategy enhances the

NP2 (Mari-san) preference, while the case-maker ga and the primacy strategy makes NPI (r(enji-

kun) morc salient. Competition between the two resulted in an insignificant difference between the

YESA.{O responses. The strategies employed in first grade for the SOV word order are shown be1ow.

(6) Strategies used by first graders for unacquired verbs in SOV order:

a. perceptual strategy: recency strategy + perceptual strategy: primacy strategy

b. perceptual strategy: recency strategy + linguistic strategy: case-maker ga preference

Table 3 shows a significant tendency of difference between responses given to subject control

sentence questions and object control sentence questions (Fisher's exact test, n=l10, p:0.0716). As

discussed above, the first graders in Japan are older than the first graders in China for seven months.

Moreover, first graders have better knowledge of matrix verbs and higher cognitive ability than the

first graders in China. It is appropriate to think that first graders did employ some strategies to

"guess" the sentences.

From above results, first graders might have employed both 'tecency strategy + primacy

strategy", where recency strategy strengthened NPl preference and primacy strategy enhanced NP2

preference. Also, "primacy strategy * case-maker ga preference" could be another possibility,

because case-maker ga preference could have promoted the NPI preference while the primacy

strategy enhanced NP2 preference. The strategies employed in first grade for the OSV word order are

shown below.

(7) Strategies used by first graders for unacquired ve$s in OSV order:

a. perceptual strategy: recency strategy + perceptual strategy: primacy strategy

b. perceptual strategy: pdmacy strategy + linguistic strategy: case-maker ga preference
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The strategies used by first graders in the SOV and OSV word orders are shown below.

(8) perceptual strategy: recency strategy + perceptual strategy: pdmacy strategy

Second grade

Table 4: Questions and YESATIO responses by second graders on unacquired verbs in Sov order

(Fisher's exact test: p<.05)

Table 5: Questions and YESA{O responses by second graders on unacquired verbs in oSV order

S″″′ο′
】ZS Ⅳθ わ″′

NPI (Kenji-kan, ga-subject, recent filler) 26(72%) 10(28%) 36

NP2 (Mari-san, ni-object, distant filler) 28(47%) 32(530/。 ) 60

Total 54 42 96

@isher's exact test: p<.05)

In both the SOV and OSV word orders, the ratio of YES NPl in subject control sentence

questions (Sov word order: 69Yo; oSV word order 72Yo) is higher than the ratio of yES Np2 in

object control sentence questions (SOV word order 43%o; OSV word order 47%o), and the ratio of
No NP2 in object control sentence questions (Sov word order 57Yo; oSV word order 53%) is

higher than the ratio of NO NPI in subject control sentence questions (SOV word order 31%; OSV

word order 28%). The result of YES responses shows NPI (Kenji-kun) preference, which is a direct

indication that supports the case-maker ga preference or primacy strategy. On the other hand" the

result of NO responses also shows NPI (Kenji-kun) preference, which is an indirect and secondary

indication that supports the case-maker ga preference or primacy strategy. Therefore, it seems that

the case-maker ga or pimacy strategy, but not the recency strategy, has become prominent at this

stage. The strategies used by second graders in the Sov and oSV word orders are shown below.

S“り
`ο

′
】ZS 郷0 ゎrar

NPI (Kenji-kun, ga-subjec! distant filler) 25(690/。 ) 11(310/0) 36

NP2 (Lr[ari-san, ni-object, recent filler) 26(43%) 34(57%) 60

Total ξ
Ｊ 45 96
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(9) i) perceptual strategy: primacy strategy

ii) linguistic shategy: case-maker ga preference

Third grade

Table 6: Questions and YESA{O responses by third graders on unacquired verbs in SOV order

----=------=.==-=- resPonse

subject NP of question sentei?E---------.'..=-.
】ZS ノVθ わ″′

NPI (Kenji-kun, ga-subject, distant filler) 9(75%) 325%) 12

NP2 (Mari-san, ni-ob1ect, recent filler) 23(53%) 20(47%) 43

total 32 23 55

@isher's exact test: p:.2085, n.s.)

Table 7: RTs of acquired verbs (per mora and per character) in SOV order

“

0′α character

S-control

verb

0-control

verb

S‐ control

verb

0-contr01

verb

Th士d

grade

185ms 304ms r112)=37,

fκ 05

222ms 350ms 女10=2.4,

′く.05

Fourth

grade

292ms 308ms \rsf.62,
p:.547 n.s.

359ms 386ms f1r1:.88,

p:.393 n.s.

Fifth

grade

220ms 250ms 1々5)=141,

′=179 n,s.

275ms 319ms llrs;:1.3,

P=.206 n.s.

Table 8: Questions and YES/NO responses by third graders on unacquired verbs in OSV order

------------_-_ response

subject NP of question sente---idd'--.-'-----.-
】τS Ⅳ 0 ゎraJ

NPl (Kenji-kun, ga-subject, recent filler) 10(830/0) 2(17%) 12

NP2 (Mari-san, ni-object, distant filler) 23(530/0) 20(47%) 43

total 33 22 ‘
Ｊ

ξ
′

(Fisher's exact test: .05<p<. l0)
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Table 9: Percentage of correct answers for acquired verbs in OSV order

Third Grade Лο″″′み研αde Fijlh Grade

Subject control sentence 52/68=76.5% 55/75=733% 64/80=80%

ObieCt COntrol sentencc 20/37=541% 35/57=61.4% 46/73=63.0%

r test r1r1=3.0, p<.01 k15)=・ 78,′=.446 n s \rs;2.7, P<.05

From tle results of the SOV word order (Table 7), in which the RIs of subject control verbs

are shorter than those of object control verbs ( 185ms : 304ms; 222ms: 350ms), third graders might

have employed "case-maker ga preference", "primacy strategy" or "subject preference". These

factors make third graders fi1l the empty subject with NPl at first, but when the matrix verb is input,

re-analysis resulted in longer RIs for object control verbs. When they "guessed" sentences with

unacquired verbs, third graders might have employed 'tecency strategy + primacy strategy" or

"recency strategy + case-maker g.d preference".

From the results of the OSV word order (Table 9), the higher percentage of correct arswers in

subject control sentences show that third graders used "subject preference" when they processed

sentences with acquired verbs. On the other hand, when they "guessed" sentences with unacquired

verbs, third graders might have employed "recency strategy + primacy strategy' or "primacy strategy

* case-maker ga preference".

From the results of the SOV and OSV word orders, third graders use a combination of "case-

maker ga preference", "primacy strategy'and "subject preference" when the sentences included an

acquired verb, and use the "recency strategy'' and "primacy strategy" when the sentences included an

unacquired verb. In lapanese, matrix verb appears at the end of the sentence, it works to checking the

strategies used in the sentences. In other words, the strategies used at the stage before the mafix verb

is input should be consistent, regardless of whether the matrix verb is acquired or not. Because the

ratio of acquired matrix verbs by the third graders is high, it is necessary to focus mainly on the

strategies of the acquired matrix verbs. Thus, the possibility that the third graders use the "case-

maker ga preference", "primacy strategy" or "subject preference" is high. The shategies used by

third graders in the SOV and OSV word orders are shown below.

(10) i) perceptual strategy: primacy strategy

ii) linguistic strategy: case-maker ga preference

iii) linguistic strategy: subject preference
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Fourth grade

From the results of the SOV word order (Table 7), it is not clear what sffategies are used.

Based on the results of the RTs of matrix verbs in the OSV word order (Table 10), "subject

preference" is seen in the fourth graders. However, this effect only showed up in the results for the

characters, and had only a significant tendency in mora. The strategy used by fourth graders in the

SOV and OSV word orders is shown below.

(9) linguistic strategy: subjectpreference-3

Fifth grade

Table 1l: Percentage of correct answers for acquired verbs in SOV order

In the SOV and OSV word orders (Table 1 1, Table 9), the higher percentage of correct answers

shows that the fifth graders could answer the questions correctly. From the higher percentage of

correct answers in subject control sentences, fifth graders are deemed to use "subject preference" to

3 These strategies axe called linguistic strategies, but are not strategies used by adults.

Table 10: RTs of acquired verbs (per mora and per character) in OSV order

“

Ora character

S― control

verb

0-control

verb

S‐ control

verb

O-confol

verb

Ihlrd

grade

228ms 240ms tazt:.48,

P:.638 n.s.

274ms 291ms 女12戸・24,

IF.816n.s

Fourth

grade

309 1ns 383 ms 115)=18,

′=08805っ<10

376 ms 478 ins r115)=2.3,

′<05

Fi地

gradc

215 ms 304 ms 1々5)=23,

′く.05

265 ins 387 ins r115)=2.2,

′<05

7物:ガ G′αde Fο″′腸 G′αグθ F7/rL G″αル

Subj ect conkol sentence 48/68=706% 61/75=813% 64/80=80%

Object control sentence 21/37=56.8% 41/57=71.9% 49/73=67.1%

r test tlrl;|.l, V.I07 n.s. 4ro:1.3, p-.201 n.s. tss;'2.3,P<.05
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prOccss thc sentcncc.This is fmhcr vcri■ cd in the RIs Ofthe matr破 verbs(TablC 7,Tablc 10)

Unfortunatel"``subieCt prcfcrence"is Only obscwcd in the OSV word ordcrj but not in the SOV

word ord∝ Shce the parsing costis highcr forthe OSV wOrd order than the SOV wOrd ordct thcrc

is no room tO process bOth at the same ume whcn thc matr破 verb is mput h ie OSV Ord∝ nis

cxplams why the``subieCt prcfcrence''efRct ettily bccanle promment.The strategy uscd by■ 触

夢撻crsin thc SOV and OSV word ordersis shown below

(10) li理ⅢSuc strategy:subieCtprefcrcncc

CONCLUDIND REⅣLRKS

Graph l:The results ofLl Japanese

The first grade

―
―
▼

The second grade

↓
The third grade

The fourth grade

―
―
▼

―
―
▼

The fifth grade _PN面 紀品¬
From tle results of SOV word order and OSV word order, it is clear that first grade elementary

school children, who had not acquired the meaning of matrix verbs and had relatively lower

cogrritive ability, preferred the use ofthe'tecancy strategy" and'lrimacy shategy" to fill the empty

subject. That is, nonJinguistic, general-purpose strategies are utilized at the earlier stage of language

development. For second graders, whose cognitive ability is a little more advanced than the first

graders, the pdmacy strategy, but not the recency strategy, and a "linguistic strategy,, (i.e., ..case-

@ Perceptual strategies:
. recency strategy
.primacy strategy

@ Perceptual strategy: primacy strategy
* Linguistic strategy: case-maker ga preference

Perceptual strategy: primacy strategy
Linguistic strategies:
. case-maker ga preference
. subject preference

* Linguistic strategy: subject preference-
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maker g'4 preference") became prominent. Also, we point out the possibility that with the increase in

memory capacily, the effect of primacy may become more pronormced. Third graders, whose

linguistic ability and cognitive ability are more advanced than the lower graders, are able to use the

primacy strategy instead of the recency strategy to process the sentence. Both nonJinguistic strategy

(i.e., "primacy strategy") and linguistic shategies (i.e., "case-maker ga preference", "subject

preference") are utilized in a combined way. The fourth graders, who have acquired more matrix

verbs than the third graders, are found to use "subject preference". The fifth graders, who have

acquired the most matrix verbs, show the same parsing shategy, i.e., "subject preference," as the

adults. The strategies used at different verb acquisition levels are shown in Graphl.

This results support that the DSPS hypothesis applies to the processing of Japanese empty

subject sentences among elementary school children.

If the DSPS hypothesis is a universal hypothesis, it should be observed in second language

acquisition as well. Second language learners, unlike grade-schoolers, are well developed in their

cognitive ability. It would be interesting to know whether "perceptual strategies" would be used

when the second language leamers process sentences with unacquired matrix verbs. What causes the

use of "perceptual strategies": the lower cognitive ability or insufficient linguistic knowledge? If
results differ between frst language learners and second language leamers, what would be the cause

of this difference? Is it due to influences by their fust language?

If the DSPS hypothesis is a universal hypothesis, second language leamers with high

cognitive abilities but low proficiency may tend to use general strategies, such as the "recency

shategy" or "pdmacy strategy", similar to a child who is acquiring first language, while those with

higher proficiency will tend to employ more linguistic strategies in comprehension. Future research

may continue to test the DSPS hypothesis in different settings.
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